Tilghman Lake Park Scavenger Hunt

Find as many of the objects listed below while exploring Tilghman Lake Park. When you spot the item put a check on the line.

___ A fish
___ A cone from an evergreen
___ A Footprint
___ Smooth bark
___ A flower
___ A Purple Martin (official town bird)
___ A jogger or walker
___ A triangular stone
___ A stick in the shape of the letter “Y”
___ A yellow leaf
___ A spider web
___ A butterfly
___ A five lobbed leaf
___ Chunk of moss

___ A Stop Sign
___ A Dock
___ A squirrel
___ A dog on a leash
___ A live bug
___ A water plant
___ A beaver dam
___ Animal tracks
___ A tree stump
___ A spillway
___ A frog
___ A goose
___ A duck
___ A feather